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Purpose, Process & Payoff
Purpose
The ABST learning day will offer members the opportunity to actively learn the New Product
Development process, which is key to the success of bakery businesses in the UK and Ireland,
and will be vital going forward to ensure that the Baking Industry continues to grow in the future.
Process
We are arranging a learning day in collaboration with our supporting bakery industry sponsors, to
deliver a hands on NPD day. The day will cover customer briefs, brainstorming, sample
production and presentation, as well as EPD and problem solving.
08:30am

Delegates start to arrive at Tameside College
• Tea and Coffee will be available on arrival

09:00am

ABST Learning Day Overview
• Discussion about what the day will involve and tips to get the most out of this experience.
• Opportunity to ask questions to the team.
• Split into teams of 10 to form your NPD team for the day.

09:30am

Review the information packs and receive your NPD briefings.
• Work in your teams and with suppliers to review the trend information specific to your team, and
develop ideas for products to develop.

10:00am

Recipe Creation
• Formulate recipes focused on achieving objectives of the brief given to your team, with support of
suppliers.

10:30am

New Product Development
• Produce products.
• Work as a team throughout the whole process, from weighing up ingredients, processing and baking.

12:00pm

Product Costings
• Review Costings of ingredients with support of suppliers and pull together the costings for you
product.

12:30pm
13:00pm

Lunch
Packaging
• Review packaging options for your product and pull together concepts to present with your final
product.

13:30pm

Ingredient Declarations
• Understand ingredient declaration for you product, that will be on packaging for the end consumer.

14:30pm

Start to work on presentations.

15:00pm

Review finished products and determine any changes you would make.

15:30pm

Presentations
• Each team to present their product, packaging and costings, and receive feedback. 20 minutes per
team.

16:30pm

Discussion about what has been achieved, feedback and depart.

Payoff
Delegates will have a better understanding of the NPD / EPD process currently used in industry.
The day will encourage team work, and for teams to look at other aspects that affect NPD / EPD,
including costs to be considered, new ingredients, supplier support and presentation practise.
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NPD Brief

RANGE STRATEGY BRIEF
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL - DO NOT COPY OR DISTRIBUTE
SECTION 1: OVERVIEW
Document Owner: Product Developer Joe Bloggs
Product Development Manager: John Smith
Range: Bakery Department (Ambient Bakery & In-Store Bakery)
Strategic Alignment: Special Occasion / Health
Quality Tier: Best

SECTION 2: BACKGROUND TO BREIF
Strategy: Why are we doing it?
To offer our customers an improved product range, that targets special eating occasions and healthy indulgence.
Market Data to support the brief
There is an accelerating demand for specialist indulgent baked products, driven by the trend for more flavoursome,
natural and fresh food. In recent market research, consumers said they wanted to see more innovative products that
can be eaten during special occasions, such as evening meals with family and friends.
Consumers are also becoming more health focused, but do not want to sacrifice flavour or quality to achieve this.

SECTION 3: BRIEF
We are keen to get Bakery products into more of our customers baskets, and to entice our customers to buy more
premium products, offering them exciting products that they can enjoy for special occasions with family and friends,
as well as healthier existing products, without disappointing on current flavour and quality.
Quality remains fundamental for customer trust, as well as establishing future growth through re-purchase of
products - therefore this element is core to any new or existing development.
To compete within a competitive market to gain share we need to have:
• A balanced range that can satisfy both contemporary & traditional customers - consider a refresh of the existing,
a twist on the old, and the brand new!
• Clear differention of tiering through product benchmarking and packaging format - to allow the customer simple
choice of product and occasion as required.
This may be through:
• Quality of product - both visual and sensorial.
• Pack design / technology / format.
• New product design / technology.
• Use of novel decorations / unique presentation.
We require a range that is both inspirational and exciting, communicating to the customer the need to purchase our
range. Products purchased will be for specific customer needs, states and usages. Please consider:
• Need - Treat, fill, boost, accompany.
• Usage - Snack, share, dessert.
Products will also need to consider a spectrum of target customers in terms of age, lifestyle and life status. We need
to ensure we have something for everyone, for their given need and use!

SECTION 4: KEY OBJECTIVES
We are looking for differention and innovation
Best on the market
Visual appeal is key
Product launches will include smaller convenience stores and large retail stores, all with bake-off facilities. Ambient
and bake off fresh products should be considered.
• Products should be presented alongside benchmarks from competitors.
•
•
•
•
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NPD Brief

RANGE STRATEGY BRIEF
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL - DO NOT COPY OR DISTRIBUTE
SECTION 5: IDEAS
Theme: "Old is the new New" Sourdough Bread Product;
Benefit:
Emphasise the emotional connection to products.
Reason to believe:
• Comfort in familiarity without being mundane - different yet familiar.
• Consider complementary flavours, inspired by retro tastes.
• Consider novel packaging.

Theme: "Healthier products that are still indulgent" Confectionary Product;
Benefit:
Treat yourself without the guilt.
Reason to believe:
• Indulgent treats that come without the guilt.
• "One of your 5 a day?"
• Potential claims on pack?

Theme: "Traditional products with a twist" Fruited fermented product;
Benefit:
• Best in class products, with a point of difference to talk about
Reason to believe:
• Products so good, you have to tell people about them.
• Traditional products, made in traditional ways.
• Story selling - Products with a story behind them.

Timescales to submit concepts:
Real Life Process: 1 - 2 weeks
Learning Day: 30 minutes

Tip: In your teams, use the following pages of trends to develop ideas and
concepts. Make use of the most relevant raw material suppliers present for
support and ideas. Feedback to customer in 30 minutes.
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1

Tradition is future proof and gives a solid
foundation for innovation.

The pleasure of eating and the ease
of convenience. Consumers eat what they

TIP

want, where they want, when they want.

3

2

TIP

TIP

idea generation tips...

Keep it simple. Focus on point of difference
as the key to sell into both customer & consumer.

whats the eating occasion?
Eating Occasions...
treats?
out and about?
convenient?
special meal occasion?
indulgence?
healthy?
guilt free?
full flavour?
don't forget! ser ving
, and
suggestions for pro ducts
ct.
the story behind the pro du
Packag ing ideas for end

Growing trend: currently 1 in 4
bread products in Europe eaten on
the go, increasing to 3 in 4 for
confectionar y and patisserie.

Grow ing trend: Speciality bre
ad
market expected to show growth

over
next 3 years, due to consumers
wanting great quality breads,
to eat
on special meal occasions.
Growing trend: Healthier products
will continue to grow, but must still
offer great quality and flavour.

consumer too!
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Fermented Trends and Ideas
Summaries - the general trends......
The UK, and much of the western world, is
facing a weighty obesity problem which is
crippling governments with health costs and its
getting worse.
Findings from a five year study by the Hudson
Institute, US, found that within foodservice,
chains that increased the amount of lower
calorie options they served had better sales
growth, larger increases in customer traffic and
stronger gains in total food and beverage
servings than chains whose servings of lower
calorie options declined.
While consumers are getting used to looking at
labels to guide them for calorie content they
are also more health conscious and are
looking for positive nutritional attributes - heart
healthy grains, cholesterol lowering plant
sterols, vitamin and mineral functionality.
The way we live now is making differences to
new products - many of us are having to eat
outside of the home for most of our meals due
to challenging lifestyles, meals and times of
eating are becoming more blurred with
snacking on the rise and quick foods that can
be eaten in the street, at your desk, on the
train, in the car etc. It has been reported that
much of the growth in bakery is from easy to
eat wraps, bagels and pittas.
Protein high foods have been in vogue for a
few years and the trend is strong, with growth
of 57% in new product launches in Europe
between 2008 - 2013. Many people are
controlling their weight by following the paelo;
5:2 and Atkins diets while other feel better
eating a low carb diet.

Sourdough is trending just about everywhere.
This slow starter bread made with levain has
moved on from delicious loaves to being used
for many other dishes - Throughout 2013,
sourdough was prolific in its use as pizza
bases in the UK. Offering more flavour and
better texture than the traditional base,
restaurants such as Sourdough Pizza Cafe,
Pizza East and Franco Manca in London made
'SoDo' bases a real trend.
Tracebridge sourdough in Somerset took the
use of the dough stage even further by
including it in the making of muffins, cookies
and biscuits for a unique flavour. They also
bake their goods in a wood-fired masonry
oven.
The Flour Station in London uses sourdough
starter for its ciabatta, light rye and caraway,
green olive and wheatberry - all made with the
same mother dough for their distinct flavour.
Wrapping sourdoughs culture is enriched with
organic Manuka Honey which brings out the
full flavour of the whole grain and is renowned
for its unique health benefits.
In Australia sourdough is also big - Rustica
bakes Fig and Fennel, Roasted Pumpkin,
Raisin and Hazelnut and even adds polenta to
the mix to make an extra crispy crust.
Bowan Island Bakery bake 7 Grain Wholemeal
Sourdough, Spelt sourdough with honey and
sea salt and Raisin and Spice - fabulous with a
zingy cheddar or plain toasted with fresh
butter.

Super-foods are being embraced as never
before, once the foods of the corner health
food store it is now completely mainstream.
Super grains that have been tipped to trend in
2014 are Teff, Canary Seeds, Tempeh and
Hemp Hearts, these join a long list of seeds
and ancient grains which are being used by
top chefs, foodservice chains, retail products
and street food.
Source - Artisan Bread 2014 prepared by The Food People
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SOURDOUGH BREAD

Fermented Trends and Ideas

FRENCH STYLE BREADS

ITALIAN STYLE BREADS
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Fermented Trends and Ideas
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Confectionary Trends and Ideas
Summaries - the general trends......
There are a number of trends that have seen
increase in sales over the past years, and new
innovative products are concepts that take
older products and rejuvenate them into
something different, whether it is a tweak in
the flavour profile, or a completely different
shape. A good example of some of these types
of innovation is Cake Pops, Duffins and
Cronuts. Many of these have merged products
together to look at different flavours, eating
textures and formats.
Move from "clean label" to "clear label"
Manufacturers have been seen to highlight
more natural ingredients and also highlight the
origins of products. This has lead to clearer
and simpler claims, that the end consumer
u n d e r s t a n d s b e t t e r, a n d a l s o g i v e s
transparency, building brand loyalty and trust.
An example of this would Innocent Smoothies
in terms of a non bakery related product, and
how they convey the message of thier natural
products to the end consumer.
Convenience for foodies
There has been a big increase in home
cooking in recent years, driven by cooking and
baking shows and bloggers on social media.
This is seen as once more fashionable, fun
and social, and a great opportunity to get the
whole family involved. This has lead to a
demand for fresher foods, ingredients and a
wider use of recipes from manufacturers.
Although the concept of "make from scratch" is
appealing, there is still a large opportunity for
convenience in this sector, where consumers
can buy ready prepared products and finish
them at home. A good example of this would
be frozen puff pastry, that can quickly and
easily turned into a unique meal, without the
hassle of having to make puff pastry from
scratch.
Bitter is the new bold
Bitter flavour profiles are on the increase with
the growing popularity of darker chocolate
products. This is evident in bakery in terms of
the wider use of rye breads.

Snacks rise to the occasion
There has been an increase in consumers
experiencing less time to spend with family,
which can be down to a number of reasons
including working hours. As a result, formal
meal times have declined in popularity, with
quick healthy meals replacing traditional meal
occasions, including mini meals and pick meups. Snacks and convenience foods are
therefore on the increase, with specific meal
occasions during the day, such as breakfast
and mid morning.
Good fats, Good Carbs
To reduce obesity, more emphasis on
unsaturated and natural fats and oils has been
seen. There is also an increase in products
containing Omega 3 fatty acids and the return
to butter away from margarine's which are high
in trans-fats. Natural sugar is also seen as
preferable to consumers compared to
sweeteners.
New routes for fruits
Fruit has seen a comeback in recent years,
and there are more and more new products
being launched with fruit and vegetable
inclusions. Fruits are seen as healthy, and can
also be used to sweeten products, and reduce
added sugar as a result. There are lots of
suppliers looking at different ways of getting
fruit into products, and can be added in puree
and concentrated formats, so they don't have
to be visible in the product, but still offer the
same health benefits in most cases.
Drive for more protein
Consumers, retailers and manufacturers are
all looking for new sources of protein. Whey
protein and pulse protein have continued to
grow in popularity, and new sources such as
insect protein have been seen to enter the
market in other areas of the world, which may
become popular in some categories.
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Confectionary Trends and Ideas

TRADITIONAL WITH A TWIST

UNIQUE & QUIRKY IDEAS
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Confectionary Trends and Ideas
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Other Useful Information
small is still in
Smaller single serve products, such as cookies, mini pastries and bite sized products continue to
be popular

healthy eating
health conscious consumers are increasing in numbers, an not necessarily for allergy sufferers
only. Many consumers are now choosing to be "free from" and make healthier choices for other
reasons, whether it be for nutrition, diets or even fashions.

scaling weights
remember to measure scaling weights, as you will need this to cost the product. This is key to
ensure that your product will be costed correctly and ultimately is profitable to produce on a larger
scale.

bake-loss
bake-loss is important to measure, as the weight lost during baking and cooling will be the final
weight of the end product for the consumer. This is especially important when matching an
existing product, or developing products to a set weight.

ingredient weights
when working out your recipe, it is often best to ensure you keep to the same units of measure,
which will prevent making mistakes when weighing up. This is especially important when dealing
with liquids. Water at ambient temperature will weigh the same in kg as it does ltrs, but other
liquids, such as fluid shortening, sourdough and egg etc will not. 1ltr of sourdough will not wiegh
1kg in most cases, so it is generally best to weigh ingredients and liquids in kg.

special ingredients with points of difference
when looking at ingredients to use, make sure that you look at all options, including ingredients
that have a perceived benefit. Examples of this could be "Stoneground Flour" or "Sicilian
Lemons". Small point of difference can make all the difference, especially if you are looking to
create a top tier product, or improve an existing product. These types of ingredients are often
more expensive, but they should also demand a price premium in the finished product, so
shouldn't be taken out of the equation if just looking at price differences.
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Recipe Information & Notes
Raw Material

Ingredient used e.g: flour, salt, water

Weight

% on Flour

% on Total

Comments - what function does the ingredient play in
the final product and what is special about it?

Kg including
liquids

Flour =
100%

% on total
weight of
product

e.g: flour is functional part for structure, texture.
Orange peel is from Sicilian Oranges for
provenance etc...

Totals

Other Useful Information:
Scaling Weight
Total Yeild
Bake Loss
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Recipe Information & Notes
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Product Costing Table
New Product Development Costing Table
The below table should be used to cost your new product, in order to ensure that any products that
you have developed will be profitable. Please ask for support on this part, as we have a
spreadsheet available to help you with this.

Raw Material

Weight

% on Flour

% on Total

Comments

Cost per
Kg

Cost in
use

Totals
Processing Information
Scaling Weight

You can save money on
fixed
costs, but for this exerci
se the
price will be constant!

Raw Material Cost
Cost per product
Cost per pack

Total Yeild

Product Volumes
Detail

Fixed Costs
Detail

Waste @ 4%

Cost per unit

Packs per week Forecast

Cost per unit

You will get this from
your customer! It will
depend on product!

Cost per pack (including Fixed Costs)
Packaging

£0.020
Cost to business

Wages

£0.010

Distribution

£0.010

Utilites

£0.001

Profit per week to Bakery

Totals

£0.041

Proposed profit per week to Retailer

Invoice Price per pack
Suggested RRP

Is your
product p
rofitable
for all part
ies, withou
t
being to e
xpensive fo
r
the end co
nsumer?
Remembe
r to compa
re
to similar p
roducts
on the ma
rket!
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Ingredient Declarations
Ingredient Declaration
Understand how ingredient declarations are produced, and ensure your products ingredient
declaration is correct.
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Notes
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Notes
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Notes
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